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that his project for a League of Nations — an international
organisation to prevent future wars—should take precedence
over all other matters before the Conference. The Covenant of
the League formed the first part of the actual Treaties signed
with each of the enemy Powers (N243).
But the dominant personality at the Conference was Clemen-
ceau, the veteran French statesman, who was rigidly determined
that the utmost advantage should be taken of the victory to
ensure that Germany should never again be in a position to
invade French soil. The Germans had hoped that by estab-
lishing a republic they would gain better terms from the victors ;
but these could not well have been more severe in any case.
They had to give Alsace-Lorraine back to France, and a large
slice of Prussia to the new republic of Poland (N244) "> they
were forced to admit their sole responsibility for the war, and
were condemned to pay an indemnity so vast that the amount
could not be fixed—it was to be settled later by a special
commission ; they were to surrender all their war fleet and most
of their merchant vessels ; their future army and navy were to
be limited to the minimum necessary for defence, and they were
forbidden, to have submarines or air force. The Treaty was
signed, after vain German protests, by the representatives of the
belligerent Powers at a spectacular session held in the Hall of
Mirrors at Versailles (June 1919).
In subsequent treaties the Austro-Hungarian Empire was
completely dismembered; part of it went to form the new
republics of Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia; part was added to
Serbia to form the kingdom of Yugo-Slavia, and so on.
Similarly with the Turkish Empire; its outlying provinces
became independent states under the guardianship of Britain
and France.
§ 338.    the return to peace in britain.—A General
Election was held in Britain immediately after the Armistice.
Mr. Lloyd George claimed that the Coalition Ministry, which
had brought the war to a successful conclusion, should be
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